
WRITING A TITLE FOR A LAB REPORT

Jan 26, If your instructor gives you an outline for how to write a lab report, use that. Not all lab reports have title pages,
but if your instructor wants one.

Use the past tense when talking about the experiment. Overall Aims of the Report: The student Figures and
Graphs. You may have only one chance to influence your reader. Usually you change a parameter of the
system such as changing the temperature, independent variable , and measure its effect such as the length of a
metal rod, dependent variable. What have you found? Remember, your job is to convince your reader that you
have achieved the overall learning goal of the lab, and this is the section of the report in which you do that
directly. If you think you need to do more to convince your reader that you have learned what you say you
have learned, provide more details in the Conclusion. The graphs should be neatly done. To make the verbal
part of your Results better, follow this general outline: Summary of overall findings of lab Paragraph related to
visual 1 Sentence of overall finding from visual 1 Sentence s with key details from the visual 1 Paragraph
related to visual 2 Sentence of overall finding from visual 2 Sentence s with key details from the visual 2
Paragraph related to visual 3 Sentence of overall finding from visual 3 Sentence s with key details from the
visual 3 Etc. Refer to appendices as necessary, pointing out trends and identifying special features. Do some
brainstorming. Purpose provides the wider view; it answers the why question, why you are doing the lab in the
first place. While ineffective writing can turn off the readers, a well-written laboratory report can have impacts
on your reputation, chance of employment or promotion. The Conclusion is your opportunity to show your lab
instructor what you learned by doing lab and writing the lab report. The first is found at the end of the
Introduction where you present your hypothesis, which drives scientific inquiry. This is where you sum up
your findings. The first key to improving this part of the Discussion is finding specific evidence reported in
the Results that you can use to back up your judgment about your hypothesis. It should follow one of four
basic arguments: 1. Improving your Methods A good Methods section describes what you did in the lab in a
way that is easy to understand and detailed enough to be repeated. In more complex labs, especially those with
multiple procedures and therefore multiple hypotheses, you may need more paragraphs, perhaps one for each
hypothesis. In other labs, there may be no established outcome for the procedure, or it may be that doing the
procedure in a scientifically sound way is more important than the particular answer you get. The point is to
demonstrate that there is a clear relationship between procedure and outcomes. In relatively simple labs you
can do this in a paragraph following the initial statement of the scientific concept of the lab. Title: The title can
usually draw attention of the reader to your work. Jot down more details about the explanation and use those
jottings to help you expand that part of the Discussion. Right after the title you have your introduction. It may
be helpful to provide a figure to diagram your experimental setup. Rewrite those sentences so that they flow
more easily. Your writing should sound like scientific writing. Improving your Abstract A good Abstract is a
miniature version of the lab report in one concise paragraph and labeled Abstract. Write it as if you were
giving direction for someone else to do the lab. If you don't know what style you are expected to use in your
reports it's often given in the lab manual , check with your lab instructor. In one sentence, state the hypothesis.


